
RAZER SHOES ARE CRAFTED WITH A UNIQUELY FORMULATED 
TEMPERED TOOL STEEL, ALLOWING THE SHOE TO FLEX WITH 
NATURAL HOOF MOVEMENT.

Razer horseshoes provide the best of both worlds: the natural function of being 
barefoot AND the support and protection of being shod. Traditional steel or  
aluminum shoes lock the foot in place, but through science and technology, 
Razerhorse has manufactured Razer shoes to include flexibility among the many 
unique features and benefits. It has a low profile design with a narrow outer rim that 
sinks into the ground’s surface. This gives the frog and sole contact while following 
the movements of the hoof capsule, allowing a natural feel.

Razer shoes were designed in Sweden for Standardbred harness racing, and have 
gained popularity in barrel racing since coming to the U.S.  Their use is quickly 
expanding into a variety of disciplines including mounted shooting, roping, cutting, 
eventing, hunter/jumper, trail riding and more!

Because of Razer shoes’ unique qualities, most horses are able to reach their 
highest performance potential.  

“I love this shoe and it’s been my best kept secret. I’m getting much 
more out of Babyflo now. She’s a lot more confident and the ground 
is not as much a factor anymore. It makes me more confident.”
  -Fallon Taylor, 2014 World Champion Barrel Racer

BENEFITS:
•	Reduced strain on limbs  

and joints
•	 Increased balance and 

confidence
•	Traction with a smooth  

glide upon landing
•	Lighter than traditional  

steel shoe
•	Lower profile provides  

frog-to-ground contact

USE:
•	For any breed and a variety  

of disciplines
•	SP Hind shoe can be used  

as a front shoe
•	Easily shaped cold on an anvil 

or stall jack
•	Trim hoof as if leaving barefoot
•	Fit shoe tightly, as it will move 

with the hoof.
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RAZERHORSE

FLEXIBLE STEEL SHOE



Removable toe clip

Outer rim sinks into ground, 
allowing frog and sole contact

Smooth, sloped heels allow 
slide

Drill and attach Propads  
with split rivets

    Razer RW Front
Bold, rounded toe with beveled edge

Cleat pattern aids traction

Narrow web and body provides 
wear protection while allowing 
the sole to compress the ground

Wider, full body heel support

Nails: 4.5 Race

RW Available Sizes: 000, 00, 0, 1

RW (front) Size Chart
 Size Width Length Circumference

RW 000 4 1/4” 4 7/16” 12 1/8”
RW 00 4 1/2” 4 5/8” 12 5/8”
RW 0  4 3/4” 4 7/8” 13 1/4”
RW 1  5” 5 1/8” 14 1/8”

SP (hind) Size Chart
 Size Width Length Circumference

SP 000 4 1/4” 4 3/8” 11 7/8”
SP 00 4 9/16” 4 3/4” 12 7/8”
SP 0  4 3/4” 5” 13 3/4”
SP 1  5 1/8” 5 5/16” 14 1/2”
SP 2  5 3/8” 6 3/16” 15 1/4”

Digital analysis.
High-speed cameras and digitizing measure the 
mechanical movements of a horse.

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Research and development was carried 
out in cooperation with Uppsala University 
“Hippologum” National Institute for Equine 
Research in Sweden and in collaboration 
with Veterinary Associate Professor Lars 
Roepstorff to find an alternative to traditional 
shoes and pads which inhibit natural hoof 
movement. With the aid of gait analysis 
software and high speed video, the Razer 
horseshoe and Propad were developed. 

PROPAD SHOCK ABSORBING HOOF PAD
Propads are dual-purpose polyurethane hoof 
pads that provide shock absorption and frog 
support to a shod horse. 

Propads fill the void between the frog and 
the ground, giving horses the function and 
feeling of being barefoot while wearing 
a shoe. The patented accordion-like frog 
support featured in Propads allows the frog 
to regain proper function and ground contact. 
The horse’s weight is then appropriately 
distributed across the entire foot and the frog 
acts as a pump, promoting healthy blood 
flow and hoof growth.

Propad.
Propads support the bony column, reduce stress 
stress to the laminae and wall, and reduce pressure  
to the joints and ligaments.

*Razer SP can be used as a front shoe

FLEXIBLE STEEL SHOE

Visit RAZERHORSE.COM for tips on measuring the hoof.

    Razer SP Hind SP Available Sizes: 000, 00, 0, 1, 2
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Nails: 4.5 Race


